Important Universal Laws
Malachi Through Katherine Torres, Ph.D. For
Barbara “Marrianna” Zimmermann
What can you Tell Me about the Universal Laws that pertain to this year?
“Alright, Beautiful One, You are here on January 12, 2010, and in this Energy
Frequency. This is a Vibrational Year in Which All of the things you have been Working on can
come to a Closure, here, in What you Call the beginning of your year so there can be the
Newness and Shape of New form. In the Essence of the Grand Universe you are asked to
recognize Three Laws. The Law of Reversal, The Law of Reflection and The Law of
Creative Imagination. So here in the Law of Reversal each of you must pay attention. When
you find yourself in repetition of what you have been doing for your eons of time you‟re going to
reverse it. You‟re going to come into your Source Self When the frustrations are here and you
say – I Can‟t Reverse It. I Can‟t Reverse it, I Can‟t Reverse. It‟s the Same Old Thing again.
Then you‟re going to say now, I‟m going to Listen to My Source Voice on how do I reverse it.”
How do I Reverse it Malachi? What is the Best Way to “Listen” to Source really?
“Alright, Beautiful One, when you have asked for the Guidance, Calm your Mind. Calm
your Emotions and let yourself just become a Listener. A Listener, Little One, is one who
„Awaits To Hear‟. Not Beginning to Examine what he hears, Not beginning to decide what he is
hearing but Simply wait. When you truly hear you’ll FIRST FEEL IT and then you’ll Hear
it in the mind of Yourself. Then you can Create that into words. Do you Understand?”
Thank you. Yes I do. It is so hard not to let My mind chitchat.
“Indeed, Indeed, so You‟ll Say I will Not chit chat. In reversal trend of Yourself it
doesn‟t chit chat. It is the Allowing of being in the Peacefulness of the Listener.”
So Just call on My Guides and be Guided?
“Indeed, then Reflect on What you receive from the Higher Order of Source. In
that you will, indeed, Activate your Law of Creative Imagination. Creative Imagination is
that Feeling that moves through the Mind and Moves to the idea.”
It is because it is New Information that it is Inspirational?
“Indeed, very good very good. That is your year 2010 that is ahead of you.”
Thank You Malachi. (In January of 2011 I asked Malachi if these Universal Laws were
still in Effect and He said, “Indeed they are always in effect and can be applied for the Highest
Good for All.”)

